Bodet UK Launches New Award-winning Interactive Staff Communication Terminal
Bodet Ltd has just launched the Kelio Visio X7, an award winning interactive attendance and communication
terminal to simplify and improve staff interaction.
Online PR News â€“ 01-September-2015 â€“ The new multifunctional terminal has already scooped a 2015
Red Dot Award for its innovative qualities and design excellence.
Â
Initially conceived as a hand-held device to allow all staff members to clock on and off using card, key fob or
fingerprint, the Kelio Visio X7 developed into a mobile multi-functional unit. As well as providing attendance
data, the console also allows staff to request holidays or time off, and different departments within an
organisation can send personalised messages to each staff member, issue announcements and make
documents directly available to everyone in the company.
Â
The Kelio Visio X7 has a range of applications for HR departments including managing staff attendance,
advising remaining holiday time, and creating meaningful real-time management and payroll reports. It can
also be used for additional personnel functions that will assist staff in their normal daily activities, such as a
staff directory, a database of phone numbers, accessing their own personnel reports and even booking meals
in advance from staff canteens.
Â
Featuring a 7 touch screen, the Kelio Visio X7 has an easy to operate and highly intuitive interface which
means minimal training is required. It is also ultra customisable, upgradable and the screen graphics can
even be adapted to match the user companys corporate colours and style.
Â
The innovative and interactive clocking terminal and information source impressed the Red Dot Award jury
who commented We were impressed by the Kelio Visio X7 time & attendance management systems
feature-rich functionality and ease-of-use.
Â
Were thrilled with this award said Richard Manby, managing director of Bodet Ltd. It recognises our products
outstanding design and underlines how important design and functionality are to our organisation. The Kelio
Visio X7 provides businesses with a very user-friendly and high-performance terminal which we expect will
revolutionise time & attendance management.
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Â
More about Bodet Ltd
Â
Bodet Ltd is the British subsidiary of French-based Bodet Group which have been leading the market in time
measurement products since the 1860s. The Group have five subsidiaries across Europe exporting to 60
countries and have expanded from clock-making into IT-based time and attendance, access control, school
class change systems and sports scoreboards.
Â
The Bodet Group has over 30,000 clients including Fedex, Serco, TalkTalk and the European Parliament as
well as state and independent schools and individual public sector institutions such as DVLA and NHS.
Â
For more information visit www.bodet.co.uk
Â
More about Red Dot Awards
Founded by Designer Zentrum Nordrhein Westfale in 1955, the Red Dot Award is one of the worlds leading
design prizes. The prestigious Red Dot Award is an internationally renowned seal of quality for design
excellence. In order to assess diversity across a range of concepts and products in a professional manner,
the Red Dot Design Award is broken down into three disciplines: Product Design, Communication Design and
Concept Design. For more information visit: http://en.red-dot.org/
Â
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